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Abstract; 

The research claims that the philosophy of intelligent design borrowed the expression “design” from 

humane design activity. And the elements of intelligent design can be applied as elements or as stages 

for the design process, and designing isn’t just drawing sketches or making patrons or creating ideas 

etc…designing has much deeper meaning than all of that. 

The research aims to uncover the philosophy of intelligent design where he borrowed the expression 

design from the humane designing activity which appeared since the beginning of life, and prove that 

the qualities of the intelligent design are applied already in designing products, and revealing the 

philosophical deeper meanings of the expression ”design”. The research follows the analytical and 

inductive methodology. 

The most important results of the research were; 

Clarification of the philosophical meaning of the word” design”, which many designers don’t know 

about. 

Identification of the history of the expression “designing” and it is considered the origin of the 

expression of “ intelligent design”. 

Achieving the essence of things leads to improving its appearance. 

Intelligent design is closely related to manufacturing design especially at the process of designing the 

product. 

Research recommendations; 

Highlighting the essence of things not just looking from outside as the core carries many meanings that 

might lead to improvement of the appearance. 

Designer should get inspired by everything created in nature at his designing process as” Allah” is the 

first designer and creator of everything. 

Encouraging researcher to know more about intelligent design as it can create a new theory that might 

be used in education of manufacturing design as well as the designing process itself. 
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